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Learning at Home Menu

Year 6

Our theme for this half term is:

Ancient Egyptians

All of the homework options below are linked to either this theme or other learning from this term such as
English / Maths / phonics. Pupils are expected to read their book every day and practice learning to read
tricky words in addition to choosing 1 thing from the options below each week. Try to ensure you do a balance
of different activities over the half term, for example maths one week, creative the next etc… Work (which can
include photographs / evidence of activities or visits etc..) should be recorded in this Learning at Home book
(unless it is a model).
Maths

English
•

Imagine you have been on a
dig; write a diary entry about
your adventure.

•

Research holidays to Egypt online.
Budget how much it would cost to go
on holiday with your family.

•

Choose an ancient Egyptian
god or goddess and create a
fact file, book, poster all about
them.

•

Make a net pyramid.

•

Draw a map of pharaoh’s tomb. Write
a set of instruction of how to safely
get through, avoiding any traps! Think
about using directional language.

•

Write and ancient Egyptian
themed poem.

•

Create a painting/drawing of an
ancient Egyptian scene using your
choose of materials.

•

Ask a family member to help you
create a list with as many song titles
that have the word ‘river’ in it.

•

Write an ancient Egyptian rap or song.

•

Design a piece of Egyptian jewelry.

•

Other
Write a menu for an Egyptian feast.
Be as creative as you like!

•

Research personal hygiene practices
in ancient Egypt and compare to
todays.

•

Create an Egyptian themed board
game or card and teach family
members how to play.

•

Write some ancient Egyptian themed
jokes and share them with your family
and friends.

